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Abstract 

We are exploring the use of Neural Networks, using the SNI S simulator [I - 
for orbit control in- accelerators (primarily circular accelerators) and storage 
rings. The orbit of the beam in those machines are measured by orbit monitors 
(input nodes) and controlled by orbit corrector magnets (output nodes). The 
physical behavior of an accelerator is changing slowly in time. Thus, an adop 
tive algorithm is necessary. The goal is to have a trained net which will predict 
the exact corrector strengths which will minimize a measured orbit. The rela- 
tionship between “kick” from the correctors and “response” from the monitors 
is in general non-linear and may slowly change during long-term operation of 
the machine. In the study, several network architectures are examined as well 
as various training methods for each architecture. 

1 Introduction 
In circular accelerators and storage rings, it is necessary to control the orbit of 

the particles, sometimes to  a very high accuracy. In ‘electron light sources’, the 
correct orbit of the stored electron beam assures the optimal life time of this stored 
beam in the machine and it also provides for correct placement of the photon beam 
(originating from the electrons). In ‘colliders’, two beams have to collide. Thus, they 
have to  be in the right spot at least at the collision site. Usually orbit correction 
is done by measuring the orbit at selected positions with beam position monitors 
(BPM’s). The orbit is then corrected by changing the magnetic field of the correctors 
located at selected places. To calculate the change needed in the magnetic field, the 
relationship between the orbit measurement and the corrector field changes are 
calibrated and linear theory is used. This methodology poses two problems. The 
first problem is that the behavior of the orbit is not really linear, reducing the 
precision of the correction. The second problem is that the optical characteristics 
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of the accelerator change in time due to  deformations, heating, etc. Thus, frequent 
calibrations are required which cannot be performed during operations. 

To solve these problems, we are examining the use of neural networks (Nnets). 
They can include nonlinear theory and can be re-adapted (retrained) on line with the 
proper training method. As an example, if the corrector field values calculated by 
the Nnet yielded an orbit which is different from the desired orbit to a larger degree 
then the allowed tolerance, the actual orbit change can be fed back to  correct its 
training. The Nnet therefore, constantly follows the accelerator without a need for 
calibration. Another advantage is that an Nnet hardware can be used to implement 
orbit correction in an orbit feedback system. This will yield increased correction 
frequency, hence, more stable beam. 

2 The Method of Orbit Correction 

The relationship between the O j  kick introduced at the j- th corrector and the 
X ;  orbit change observed at the i-th BPM is given by the following equations 

X; = AijOj , i =  1,Nm , j = 1 , N c  (1) 
where Nm and N, are the number of monitors and correctors in the machine and A 
is the Response Matrix, which can either be calculated from the machine functions 
or measured. 

Eq.(l) represents a set of linear equations to be solved for a desired orbit change. 
The problem in orbit correction is that there is a slow drift in the beta function and 
the tune and that they are both dependent on the orbit itself creating a non linear 
behavior. Adding to  the non linearity is the fact that the BPM readings are not a 
linear function of the position. 

In Nnet, we will implement the Eigenvetor Decomposition Method [2] to solve 
Eq.(l). Themethod introduces the X j  eigen values, and l l & l 1 2  = 1/Xj l12j112 = 
1 normalized eigen vectors. The orbit is corrected by decomposing the measured 
orbit into eigen orbits: 

and 

NC 

j=l 
3 = T;‘cj - ij where cj = X i j  

and the corresponding correction is 

j =  1 

For later convenience, let us now define the c‘ ‘state vector’ as the vector whose 
elements are the cj’s of Eq.(2) arranged in ascending order of their corresponding 
Xj’s. Let us also define the ej unit vector as the ‘eigen state vector’. It’s j- th 
element is unity and all other elements are zero. 

Since there is a large difference between the different eigen values ( X m a z / X m i n  = 
lo5), it is beneficial to  disregard the correction vectors corresponding small eigen 
values and to  correct only to a desired rms orbit tolerance, 6 .  This will make sure 
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that  the values sent to the correctors are not too strong and that the orbit will be 
smoother between the BPM’s. The reduced correction is given by 

where J is the smallest index for which the condition 

J C lCj l2  2 E* G ~ m E 2  

j=1 

is true. Nm is the number of BPM’s and CJ is calculated as 

J-1 
C J = C J -  I A ,  c J + c J - A ,  I A = & J E T W  and E’= Ccj’ . (6) 

j=1 

It is also possible to calculate the correction vector by some other method and then 
.minimize it in a similar way: 

3 Orbit correction options with Nnet 

In this paper we use two ways to correct orbit with Nnets. In the first method 
(‘CorrectorVector’) the Nnet is trained with the 

(3, = Ad,, 0,) , p =  l,P (8) 
patterns. After generating the training set and before training the Nnet, all the 
6,’s are optimized according to Eq.(7) and the 3,’s are recalculated. This way, the 
trained Nnet tends to generate optimized solution to a given orbit but the accuracy 
is built-in into the network. One could also envision adding another (optimizing) 
layer after the output layer. 

The second method (‘Statevector’) involves using the state vector instead of the 
corrector vector. The network is trained with 

patterns. (G,)j is the j - t h  element of the vector cp. In this method optimization 
may be implemented by introducing ‘cascaded’ threshold values in the output layer. 
The threshold value can be changed after the Nnet is trained without the need to 
retrain. Another advantage of this method is the relatively small values of the 
components compared to the values of the 0’ components in the ’CorrectorVector’ 
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method. However, in order to make a final decision both methods will be tested 
with actual orbits. 

In both methods the training set would include random linear combinations 
of the eigen states and should have a good balance between positive and negative 
decomposition coefficients. Failure to do this will result in an Nnet which is biased in 
one direction. The output values in the training patterns are limited in order not to 
get too deep into the non-linear regime of the activation function. The actual limit 
is much smaller in the ‘Statevector’ method then in the ‘CorrectorVector’ method 
since the small eigenvalue states tend to  drive the correction vector to high values. 

The corrector values are given in arbitrary units (Kdigits) which correspond to 
the digitized current in the corrector power supply. The physical range of 6 is (-8 
- +8) Kdigits. We found that the practical limit for it is lO j l  < 4 Kdigits. For the 
BPM’s and for the state vectors the practical limit is lX;l < 5 mm and ICJ~ < 0.5, 
respectively. The actual realistic patterns that we choose are smaller: l0;l < 1 
Kdig, < 1 mm and IC;\ < 0.1. Since we want the Nnet output to be symmetric 
around zero, we chose hyperbolic tangent as the activation function. The linear 
regime of this function is limited to ITanh ZI 5 0.1, therefore c‘ and 6 are scaled 
down by factors of s1 = 10 and s2 = 100, respectively. 

4 Nnet implementation using SNNS 

The first step in implementing a Nnet for orbit correction is to generate a set 
of training patterns. Our choice is that the set contains 2Nc training patterns 
representing the f eigen states (that is, each eigenstate is represented twice with a 
positive and a negative signJ and the rest of the set contains ‘random’ patterns‘ (that 
is, the components of the 0 kick or the e k  state vectors are random numbers in the 
appropriate range) The corresponding orbit can be either measured or calculated as 
indicated in Equs. 8 and 9. When measured orbits are used in the patterns, then 
the the training set reflects all the nonlinearities of the system, while the calculated 
orbits are based on linear response of the system. 

For the actual patterns, the state vectors and corrector vectors are multiplied 
by s1 and s2, respectively. The total number of random patterns K is chosen to be 
approximately 5 times the number of nodes in the network (IC “N 5Nc) .  

By scaling down the output but not the input it is easier and faster to train 
the network and at the same time the trained network can correct realistic orbits 
by scaling up the net-output. We found, for the Nnets and methods described in 
the next section, that if we take one of the training patterns and multiply it by n, 
the error in the correction by the trained Nnet will also be multiplied by n, hence 
linearity is conserved. 

Either the 6 k ’ s  or the Ck’s could be optimized before training, thus assuring an 
optimized orbit correction. However, in this case the accuracy of the orbit correction 
would be ‘built-in’ into the network and could not be changed on line. 

Once the training patterns are chosen, it is time to train the Nnet (see sec- 
tion 5.3). The last aspect of the implementation is to devise a ‘continuous training’ 
algorithm in which the actual orbit change resulting by the Nnet calculated correc- 
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tion is fed back to the Nnet in order to fine tune the synoptic weights. 

5 Choice of Nnet 
5.1 Architecture and Connectivity 

Five different Nnet architecture were examined for orbit correction. 
Netl: 
Netz: 
Nets: 
Net4: 
Nets: 

a three layer fully connected network (24 - 8 - IS), 
a two layer fully connected network (24 - IS), 
a three layer shortcut connected network (24 - 1 - 16), 
a three layer shortcut connected network (24 - 24 - IS), 
a three layer cascade connection network (24 - 24 - 16). 

5.2 Activation function 

As mentioned before, the components of the network output (6 or 6)  are sym- 
metric around zero, therefore we need a continuous symmetric limiting function, 
such as the one provided by the Hyperbolic Tangent (Tanh) activation function. 
Presently there is no threshold built-in into the Tanh function - output minimiza- 
tion was not tried for the Statevector method. 

5.3 Teaching method 

in Table 1. 
The teaching methods and parameters applied with the networks are described 

Table 1: Teaching methods and parameters 

Method Parameters 
BackpropMomentum 

Quickprop 
Backpercolation 

T4 Cascade with Quickprop .0001,2., .0001, .0007,2. 

6 Preliminary results 
6.1 Comparison of Networks and teaching methods 

Various Nnet configurations and teaching methods were compared for the vertical 
orbit of the VUV storage ring at the NSLS which has 16 correctors and 24 monitors. 
For this test 200 random pattern with calculed orbits were used in the Statevector 
mode. Table 2 summarizes the numerical results. 
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Based on this table, we arrived at the following conclusions: 
. a) The Netl 'fully connected' three layer network is not trainable with any of 
the T1-T4 teaching methods. 
. b) The Net2,3,4 networks are trainable to similar accuracy and with similar 
number of cycles when they are taught with one of the methods (2'1, T2 or 2'3). 

. c) The T1-T3 teaching methods are training the networks Net2, Net3 or Net4 
to similar accuracy and with similar number of cycles. 
. d) The Nets CC network with the T4 teaching method can be trained to 
any desired accuracy at the expense of increasing the number of hidden nodes to  
impractical d u e s  (Nh;dden can be much larger then Nin or NOUt). 

I I I I 

TI TZ T3 I Ti I T2 I T3 I T4 
20 I I 20 I I NA 

6.2 Comparison of CorrectorVector and Statevector training 

When the output part of the training set is scaled down to the linear region of 
Tanh (<.l), the network can be equally well trained with either training method in 
terms of the rms difference of the teaching and actual Nnet output: 

where the summation is over the N p  patterns, llall is the norm of the vector, No 
is the number of output units. 

With CorrectorVector training this is the accuracy erems of the 0' kick vector, 
while in the Statevector training it is the c' which has the eFms accuracy, and the 
accuracy of 0' = C z ,  cj& is worst due to the contribution from the 4% corre- 
sponding to low Xj eigenvalues. Note, however, that the error in orbit eFm, is the 
important parameter. On the other hand, for Statevector training, as it was already 
mentioned, the optimization of the teaching set can be easily implemented in the 
network. 

As a demonstration of the Nnet functionality, the following 'experiment' was 
carried out for the vertical orbit of the VUV storage ring using calculated orbits. 
The Net2 network was trained in the Statevector configuration using the 32 feigen 
states and 290 random patterns as training set, to eFms = 1.4 - accuracy. The 
trained network was then used to calculate the cadual state vectors on a different 
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set of ten (g t cach ,  Cteaeh) random patterns. The rms difference of the teaching and 
actual output for this ‘test set’ was calculated to be cFm, = 1.5 - Next, the 
actual orbit and rms difference between actual and training orbit was calculated for 
the 10 ‘test’ patterns using 

e m s  &ZS &ms 
1.76 1.46 10-3 1.55 10-4 2.67 10-3 

j=1 

the resulting error was em, = 1.16 - mm. The original training set yielded 

A similar ‘experiment’, where the Net2 network was trained in the Correc- 
torvector configuration to the same output accuracy cFms = 1.4 - yielded 
cFms = 4.85 - mm for the 
same ‘test’ set. 

In another ‘experiment’, the Nnets where tested with significantly larger orbit 
than the orbits used in the training set. The results are summarized in Table 3. 
Notice that for Statevector configuration, the results are quite linear. For the Cor- 
rectorvector configuration, however, there is a strong non linearity in the scaling of 
the error E,,,. 

= 1.26 mm. 

mm for the same ‘teaching’ set and Cms = 4.22. 

X 

Table 3: Using the Nnets for Large Orbits 

I I Statevector I CorrectorVector I 

9.94 
3.68 3.22 10-3 
1.03 8.57 10-3 

6.3 

In the previous examples the training and testing sets were generated using orbits 
calculated from a measured Response Matrix, rather then using measured orbits. 
Consequently, they represent a linear system. In this paragraph we will compare re- 
sults obtained with measured and calculated orbits in the training/testing patterns. 
Based on previous conclusions, only the Statevector method will be used. This 
time the patterns were generated for the vertical X-ray storage ring which has 40 
correctors and 48 monitors. A three layer T2 network with 24 nodes in the hidden 
layer and Quiqprop as training method were chosen. 

40 6 ’s  representing the eigenstates and 260 random 6’s were calculated for use 
in the training set, and a further 40 random 6’s for testing. Each generated 6 was 

Comparison of linear and nonlinear cases 

~~ 
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scaled down such, that their largest component be limited to r3yaz = 2 Kdig and 
the expected orbit change be limited to Xrm, = .5 mm. A program was written to  
check for disabled correctors in the ring, replace the corresponding kicks by zero’s, 
implement the resulting 6 m  kicks with both, + and - sign and measure the z,,, 
orbit changes. Using a measured Response Matrix the xc = A6m expected orbits 
and the c j  = X - ij compositions were calculated. This procedure provided the 
(xm, c‘) nonlinear and (&, e) linear patterns. The results are presented in Table 
4. 

linear 

Table 4: Comparison of linear and nonlinear Nnets for the vertical X-ray ring 

I I I training I testing I 
600 patt’s 80 patt’s 

€?ma €?ma 
C cycle Erma 

30 .0035 -0035 21 LL 

nonlinear 40 .0057 .0060 52 p 
2200 -0033 -0045 44 p 

7 Conclusion 

It was demonstrated that Nnets are a viable way t o  implement orbit correction 
in accelerators using linear theory. As we have mentioned, the actual benefit of 
Nnets is in their ability to handle non linear behavior. In order to achieve a Nnet 
trained with the nonlinearities included, we will have to generate the training set 
by actually implementing the Statevectors or CorrectorVectors into the machine, 
measure the resulting orbit changes and use them as the input part of the training 
set. 

Another advantage of Nnets is its adaptability. In order to test this, we will have 
to develop a method of ‘on-line’ training of a Nnet. 
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